
To stay up to date with our marketing efforts and how your industry dollars are making an impact, visit AmericanPecan.com and 
register for our industry newsletter. On the website, you can also access marketing resources and reports in the Marketing Toolkit.

FUELING AMERICA
ONE BITE AT A TIME

Capitalizing on America’s love of all things 
pumpkin spice, our Pecan Pumpkin Bites recipe 
was a big draw for consumers. Clicks to this recipe 
accounted for nearly 44,000 views this year. 

Energy bites continue to be a huge hit with our 
consumers, with bites recipes accounting for the 
number one and two most-viewed recipes of 
the year. This holiday season, we’re taking that 
success to a new level as we fuel holiday travelers 
with Pecan Pie Bites through an exciting 
partnership with Farmer’s Fridge, a nationwide 
network of smart fridges and home-delivery 
options bringing healthy food to those on the go.  

Did you know “keto” was the most Googled food-related 
term last year? Alongside keto, the plant-based food 
industry is expected to grow to 100x its current size by 
2050. Our fall ads directed towards keto- and plant-minded 
consumers achieved nearly 2X the industry average 
click-through rate (3.73% vs. 2%), demonstrating that we 
are successfully introducing pecans as a key ingredient for 
lifestyle eating among these audiences. 

The success of our search engine ads continues to improve 
each month as our digital strategy around key trends 
increases. We ended FY21 with our strongest-ever paid 
search results and cost efficiency in our program’s history. 

Keto- and Plant-Based Eaters Love  pecans 

MOST-
VIEWED
RECIPE 
IN FY21



Lifestyle influencer Tati Chermayeff (Healthful 
Blondie) snacked on pecans during her day 
out – and her audience loved it. With a 5% 
engagement rate –– 2X the industry 
standard – Tati’s on-the-go audience proved 
highly receptive to our evolved strategy of 
promoting more content associated with 
snacking and fueling active lifestyles. 

On-the-Go
Snacking Audience

Pecans Star with

This fall, our team in China sent American 
Pecans picnic baskets to more than 120 KOLs 
(key opinion leaders – the local term for 
“influencers”) as well as food or lifestyle writers, 
building awareness and seeding interest for 
future coverage. Picnicking has increased in 
popularity as people became eager to be 
outdoors while staying safe.

The picnic baskets were filled with fresh 
pecans, pecan-snacking inspiration and 
American Pecans-branded items for 
the Mid-Autumn Festival, a traditional Chinese 
holiday that celebrates the end of harvest.

Pecans Go 
Picnicking 

in China

KOLs promoted our baskets 
to their pecan-loving followers


